Iterative refinement of point correspondences for 3D statistical shape models.
Statistical atlases of bone anatomy are traditionally constructed with point-based models. These methods establish initial point correspondences across the population of shapes and model variations in the shapes using a variety of statistical tools. A drawbacks of such methods is that initial point correspondences are not updated after their first establishment. This paper proposes an iterative method for refining point correspondences for statistical atlases. The statistical model is used to estimate the direction of "pull" along the surface and consistency checks are used to ensure that illegal shapes are not generated. Our method is much faster that previous methods since it does not rely on computationally expensive deformable registration. It is also generalizable and can be used with any statististical model. We perform experiments on a human pelvis atlas consisting of 110 healthy patients and demonstrate that the method can be used to re-estimate point correspondences which reduce the hausdorff distance from 3.2mm to 2.7mm and the surface error from 1.6mm to 1.4mm for PCA modelling with 20 modes.